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FX, RATES & MACRO DESK

FOREIGN EXCHANGE INSIGHT

USD/INR: In USDINR, bigger picture, which is relevant for positional traders, indicate a downward trend. Intra-

week upward pullbacks can occur from time to time but as long as those upward spikes do not take USDINR Sept

futures above 74.10 on a sustainable basis, bearish bias holds. Sell on rise on Sept futures but with stop above

74.10 on a closing basis. On the downside, 72.65 and then 72.45 remain as key support levels.

EUR: Price actions suggests that the trade still remains to buy the dip but stop needs to be below 1.1750 on a

closing basis. Target remains 1.1950 and then 1.2000.

GBP: Internal Market Bill has pitched UK against EU, as the former will have the power to nullify parts of the

withdrawal agreement they signed with EU this year. EU has threatened UK that they will withdraw from trade

negotiations if UK does not drop the controversial aspects of the bill before the end of September. This move

from Britain can be seen as a ploy to gain upper hand in the trade talks and hence may not fructify into a com-

plete collapse in the trade talks. However, for the time being it will be negative for GBP.  One can scale into

shorts near 1.2900 levels with stop above 1.30 for a target of 1.2660 and then near 1.2500 handle.

JPY: In USDJPY, trade remains to sell on rise with a stop above 107.20. First target 105.00 and then 104.00. On

JPYINR, trade remains to buy near 69.00, with stop below 68.80. Target 69.70 and 70.00. Nevertheless, if JPYINR

trades below 68.80, then reverse to short position to target 68.00 handle.

MACRO VIEW

The inter linkage between RBI balance sheet, bond market, borrowing needs of government, changing tide of

money flow from DM to EM, RB's capacity to intervene, forward premium and carry trade has become extremely

evident. I will consider myself lucky that I have been able to spot it early, around June. There is growing noise in

bond market, that borrowing needs (central + state) during H2FY21 could be as high as INR 13/14 lakh crore,

compared with nearly INR 10 lakh crore during H1.

With number of weekly auctions devolving on primary dealers, it is clear banks are reluctant to use the in-

creased HTM limits. We all know, rupee liquidity is nearly INR 6.5 lakh crore excess and RBI is conducting OT

from time to time. However, even in spite of those measures, traders are not willing to offer low cost of capital

to government, as a debt manager RBI needs to change its approach. Traders are probably expecting RBI to con-

duct INR 2-3 lakh crore of OMOs during H2. However, the central banking hat of RBI is not so keen. In the conflict

between the central banking role of RBI and debt manager of government, the bond market is getting sand-

wiched.

A saving grace could come probably by year end, as hopefully headline CPI will drop below 5%, allowing RBI a

space to augment liquidity further. However, RBI will still be concerned about this excess liquidity as they see

the cost of exit from this easy monetary policy increasing as this wall of liquidity is augmented further. This

means, that something which I have been arguing for months now, that RBI would like to use this INR liquidity to

support bond prices, than to support the US Dollar. If capital flows around the globe move away from USD to-

wards EM currency like INR, RBI can at best support USD via forward market. However, as I have argued here too,

that by doing so, RBI will only push forward premium higher and incentivise carry trade. A big enough carry

trade can cause USD/INR to undershoot on the downside.
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